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Abstract. In this paper we study a two-person search game in which player A thinks of a real 
number = E [O, I ), and player R asks Q questions of the yes/no answer type to confine z to a 
subset R, of as small a sire as possible. The responses of player A to the queries of R need not 
all be true, but the nature olC lie ‘s characterized by a set (9 of binary strings of length Q. We show 
that the smallest possible worst-case size of R, is 2 Vl,fj, and there exist algorithms for player 
B to achieve this. We also carry out an average-case analysis of the problem. 
1. Introductim 
The problem of searching is among the classical problems of computer science 
and has been studied extensively. Here, we shall be concerned with a type of search 
game in which the person making the search has to put up with the fact that he 
might receive erroneous information, at times from his rival. 
Let us begin the disctission by presenting a trivial search game played between 
two players, say A and B. Suppose that A thinks of a real number z in the half-open 
interval [O, 1). We allow B to make arbitrary queries of the yes/no answer type or, 
equivalentlv, of the form ‘Is z E T?’ for some subsets Tc [0, 1). Based on the 
responses from A to these questions, B will be able to narrow down the domain of 
2. Throughout our discussion, we shall assume that B is allowed to make 3 fixed 
number Q of queries: thus, at the end of all Q queries, f? will have to identify a 
subset I?,, with the assertion that z E I?,. Let us assume that 311 subsets under 
considerat ion --T, at various stages, and R,-- are all measurable, and that p( R,) 
denotes the size of the subset R,. Now, for any strategy followed by player B, 
p( R,) may be dependent 0~1 the value of z assumed by player A. Let pL,;,,( R,) 
denote the worst-case value of the measure p( R,). The problem is to construct 3 
strategy for pluyer I? so as to minimize pmaX (R,). As it stands, the problem is easy 
to solve. Indeed. the binary search strategy [ 11 is the best for this problem, and this 
leads to 
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Let us I;nake the game more interesting by allowing the player A to lie. That is, 
in response to a query from B, A can reply ‘yes’ when, factually, he has to say ‘no’ 
and vice versa. It is intuitively clear that B cannot make any progress at all if A is 
allowed to lie in an arbitrary fashion. (Formally, pmQx( I?,) = I, irrespective of what 
strategy is used.) Indeed, a proof of this result is a consequence of a theorem proved 
in this paper. We shall, therefore, restrain A by forcing him to lie only according 
to certain specified patterns, and make B avGare of it. For example, we might say 
that A can lie at most E times out of the Q queries, or that A can never lie twice 
successively, and so on. More generally, we can specify a set 2’ of binary strings to 
characterize the permitted lie behavior of A. The set 2” consists of binary strings, 
called the lie patterns, and each is of length Q. For any game between the two 
players, A has to choose one of the lie patterns asd follow it completely in the 
sense that A should lie in response to the ith query if and only if the ith bit is one 
in the chosen lie pattern. Thus, once a lie pattern is chosen, it completely specifies 
whether A should lie or respond correctly to any particular query. Observe that 
player R knows only the set .Y and not the specifil: lie pattern chosen by A for 
any game between them. Thus, in general, player B will not know whether A is 
responding correctly or not for any particular query. 
Now, the game is characterized completely by two quantities, namely, Q and 3, 
both known to the two players. The problem, as before, is to construct a strategy 
to minimize pInr,,(RV). In Section 2 we will observe that any deterministic search 
strategy player R may adopt can be represented in the form of a binary tree frotn 
which we can argue that P,,,.,~ (R,), the worst-case value of p( R,), is bounded 
below by 2 ui :?‘I, where 1 Q 1 d enotes the cardinality of the set 31 In Section 3 WC 
shall present a very simple strategy for player B that achieves this lower bound. 
Thus, we prove that 
(2) 
However, the algorithm in Section 3 has some undesirable features. It requires 
queries of the form ‘Is z t T?‘, where T could be a highly fragmented subset of 
[O 7 1 ). In Section 4 we show that it is possible to restrict the queries to the form ‘Is 
-_ _ c‘!‘, for constant C, and yet achieve the bound 2 “13’1. This algorithm uses the 
t’xrlili;ir weight balancing principle of algorithm design and hits an interesting 
pr!!p~rt,~ that it c;m also form a basis of an awxtry strategy for player A to ensure 
that /L ,,,,,, i R,,) -T 2 (-‘j 1 I. In Section 5 we carry out an average-case analysis of the 
problem and show that the algorithms of Sections 3 and 4 are optimal in this respect 
AitrO. 
The results presented in this paper :nre generalizations of that due to Rivest et al. 
1x1 who handle only the specific case of coping with at most E lies out of the Q 
qwrir’s. Obwrve that we do not require the number of lies to be the same in all the 
lit p;ittt‘rn~. 
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that (I ) can be derived from (2). In fact, we observe that (2) reduces to ( I) if the 
set A? contains only one lie pattern. Tk it is, a person who may iie is as good as a 
person who never lies, just as lo-- as we know when he is lying. 
2. 
B 
Derivatioc rrf a lower bound 
In this section we shall show that for any deterministic querying strategy player 
may adopt p,,,( R,) 3 2-01%‘i. 
It is well known that search algorithms can be represented in the form of binary 
trees. In our case, any strategy for player B will correspond to a binary tree of 
height Q. With each internal node we shall associate an arbitrary query of the type 
‘1s z E T’ such that the left bsanch corresponds to a ‘yes’ answer and the right branch 
to a ‘no’. The tree will have precisely 2O leaves, and they can be labeled 0 to 2’ - 1, 
from left to right. Starting at the root node, a series of Q ‘yes/no’ answers by A 
will lead to a unique leaf. In fact, the label for this leaf can be obtained, in binary 
form, by encoding every ‘yes’ answer as 0 and every ‘no’ answer as 1. Now, with 
every one of these leaf nodes, we also need to associate a s;lbset of [0,1) as the 
final set R, 
Let 3’ = {x,, .X2, . . . , x,,}, where n = 1%‘1, be the set of lie patterns. It is clear that 
in any search tree corresponding to an algorithm for player B, the set of answers 
to be given by player A is fixed once a value of z and a lie pattern are chosen. !r! 
other words, once z and a lie pattern are chosen the leaf at which the query process 
will end up is fixed uniquely. 
Let S, denote subsets of [O. 1) such that z E S, if and only if the choice of z and 
the jth lie pattern by player ‘4 leads to the ith leaf. For any fixed lie pattern x, E P?, 
the sets Sij, i=O, 1,. . . ,2” - t form a partition of [0, I), ie., we have 
S,, n Sk., = v) for i # k, 
and u, S, = [0, 1). Besides, for any particular leaf, 
s, n Sk =fl forj#k. 
Clearly, since player B does not know which lie pattern has been chosen by player 
A, he will have to announce the subset RQ( i) = (U;_ , S,) as the final subset RQ, if 
the query process leads to the ith leaf. Hence, the worst-case value of p(R,) is 
given by 
&n.n(RQ) = max[lu.WQW)l. 
From the properties stated above, 
c~(R~(i))=cr:~(~~)=cc1u(s,~)=r, 1 =pq- 
1 ’ I I i i 
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Since there are precisely 2O leaves, we have 
max [/4RQ( i))] 2 P 1 p( I?,( i)). 
I I 
Hence, pL,,,( R,) 2 2-‘1.%(. 
Observe that there is no assumption-either implicit or explicit-in our derivation 
that the queries chosen by player B be nonredundant. In other words, it is perfectly 
allright for player B to repeat some queries, if he so desires. 
3. An optimal algorithm 
in rhi~ section we construct a search algorithm for player B that achieves the 
lower bound derived in Section 2. For this, we define a collection of sets Iq, 
L/=1,2,..., Q as follows: 
-%“, I 
ICI =-u 
[ 
2k-2 2k-1 
7,2y ’ 
I, = I > 
Thus, for any q, 1q c [0, I), and really is a disjoint union of 2”. ’ intervals each of 
size 2 Y Hence, ~(1~,) = &,) -5, where K, denotes the complement of lq, 9 = 
I, 2,. . . , Q. The Q queries to player A are: ‘Is z E I,?‘, (I= 1,2, . . . , Q. We have 
already stated in the last section that the response of player A can be encoded as a 
Q-bit binary string, and this encoding provides the label for the leaf i which the 
query process leads to, in the binary tree representation of this algorithm. For 
y= I,&..., Q, let C(, denote I, or [, depending on whether the response to the 
4th query is ‘yes’ or ‘no’, respectively. If player A did not lie then each of these 
sets Cm; contains z and hence z E ny__, Cc,. Also ~l_(nI;’ , C,,) = 2 ? However, since 
player A could have lied, it becomes necessary to reinterpret the responses in 
conjunction with the lie patterns. Suppose player A had chosen the jth lie pattern. 
Now, let Ci, denote I,.,, if the response to the qth query is ‘yes’ and the qth bit of 
the .ith lie pattern is 0 or if the response to the qth query is ‘no’ and the lith bit of 
the ,jth lie pattern ih< 1 ; let CC, denote I;,, otherwise. Clearly, (nr;’ I CC,) = S,, and 
hence p ( S,, i = 2 ‘*‘. In fxt, it is easy to verify that p( S,,) = 2 “ for all i and j, and 
rhat /L( &_,I i)) = Z ‘-‘J ? / for all i. Thus this algorithm achieves the lower bound and 
hence ib optimal. 
The result we have proved can now be summarized in the form of ;i theorem. 
inin p,,,,,,( K,, ) - _ ’ “jx1. 
It is inwresting to observe some applicritions of this result. 
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Example 3.2, Player A can lie arbitrarily. Then 8 contains all possible binary strings 
of length Q. Thus I%‘1 = 2? This leads to min ~,,&,Ry, = 1. That is, p,,,( Ro) = I 
no matter what strategy is employed by B. 
Example 3.3. Player A can lie at most E times out of the Q queries. Then %’ consists 
of all binary strings of length Q that have at most E 1’s. Clearly, 
where (y) denotes the binomial coefikient ‘Q chooses k’). Thus, 
min~m,,(RQ)=2-V[(~)+(~)+o - -+(?)I. 
This is a result orginally developed by Rivest et al. [8]. 
Example 3.4. Player A cannot lie twice successively. Now, S!’ consists of all binary 
strings of length Q in which the pattern 11 does not occur. The number of such 
strings is given by the Fibonacci number FQ+z [6]. Thus, min p,,,( I?,) = 2-vFQ+z. 
It is intere: ting to note that the sets II,, 4 = 1,2, . . . , Q, employed by the algorithm 
for the quer;/ phase can be precomputed without waiting for the responses from 
player A. Thus, all Q queries can be submitted to player A in parallel. However, 
the test Gets lq are highly fragmented and this may not be desirable. In fact, here, 
the sets Iy are such that the 9th query corresponds to asking if the 9th bit of the 
number z assumed b:r player A is zero. It may be of interest to know whether the 
queries can be restricted to be of comparison type, i.e., of the form ‘Is z < c’, for 
constant c, and yet achieve the lower bound. We present such an algorithm in the 
next section. 
4. An optimal algorithm using comparison queries 
In this section we will first consider the case where arbitrary queries of the form 
‘Is z E T?’ for T C_ [0, 1) are permitted and design an algorithm using the familiar 
weight balancing technique [ 11. This requires us to define a weight function on the 
subsets of [0, 1) to which player B has confined the unknown z, at various stages, 
and choose the queries so as to reduce the weight by half at I:ach query stage no 
maiier whether the answer is ‘yes’ or ‘no’. Later, we show that such a weight balancing 
is possible even if the queries are restricted to be of comparison type. 
The lie behaviour Y; and Q are known to both players. Let SF’= {x,, x2,. . . , x,} 
where n = 1 Xl. Let u be a binary string of length t, 0 d t s Q. (The binary string of 
length zero is the null string A). Also let _fi, denote the number of binary strings in 
3” which have CJ- as prefix. That is, J, strings in X begin with (T. Clearly, h = n and 
.f,, =.f,_ = ’ ’ 9 =.f,,, = 1. M oreover,for any u of length less than Q, _fr =Lrs\ +&, where 
cr0 anb crl denote the binary strings obtained by concatenating u with 0 and 1, 
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respectively. Given % it is also possible to determine sets Y,, t = 0, 1, . . . , Q, where 
Y, is the set of all distinct prefixes of length t in 5%‘. Again,‘it is easy to observe that 
Y,=(h) and Yq={x,,x:! ,..., x,)=X 
Example 4.1. Q=4 and S??= { 1000, 1001, 1010, 1011, 1100, 1101). Then 
Y2={10, II}, Ys= { 100,101, 1 IO}, 
.,&:=4, .IL0=2, fiol =2, etc. 
We now present a strategy for player B to choose the queries. Consider the stage 
at which player B has completed t queries. Y, consists of all possible lie patterns 
A could have followed thus far. B can keep track of r = 1 Y,( disjoint subsets of 
[0, I), one corresponding to each (T E Y,, such that the unknown z E P,, the subset 
corresponding to a, if and only if player A has followed the lie pattern o thus far. 
Denote by P, the union of these r disjoint subsets. 
Now define a weight associated with this state of the game as 
w(1, 9,) = c .LP(P,,). (3) 
Uf ?‘, 
For t=O, Y,=(A) andJ;=I%l. 
Also, the initial subset P, has P,, = [0, 1). Thu? 
M’(0, P,) = I%I. (4) 
Suppose the (t + I)st query is ‘Is z E T?‘. Player A can answer ‘yes’ or ‘no’. On 
the basis of this response player B can compute the sets in Y,, I. Let us denote the 
resulting sets for the ‘yes’ and ‘no’ answers with superscripts _I’ and n, respectively. 
Then 
)'PT, = "P(,,,= P,, f- -T 
and 
?‘p,,,) = T(,, = Per n T. 
From (5) we observe that 
j’&) n T(,,) = “p,, n “p,, , = c9 
and 
?‘p,,(, u ‘lp,,,, = “PC,, u “P,,, - p,,. (6) 
Thus, 
P(‘:P,,o) +KL,) = 
Now, the weights associated 
pl(“M +p(“P,,) = ‘43. (7) 
with the states reached by the two possible answers 
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and 
From (?), (8) and (9, 
w(t +1,)‘P,+,)+w(t +l,V,+,)= c jy,p(P,,)= W(f,Pf). 
rrc Y, 
(8) 
(9) 
Thus, by careful ch)oice of the test set 7” player B can ensure that 
and thus 
w(r+l, 91+,)=+(f, P,), 
no matter whether the answer is ‘yes’ or ‘no’., As a result he can also ensure that 
~i~PQ)=2-Qw(o,i3$J (11) 
by fcllawing this strategy right from the beginning. 
After all Q queries, player 23 will be left with n = IS?1 disjoint sets 9,,, PX , . . . , P,,,, 2 
such that any member in PQ, the union of these sets, is acceptable as a possible 
value of Z. Hence he will have to declare PQ as the final set RQ to which he has 
confined Z. Also, 
(12) 
Thus, from (4), ( 11) and (12) we observe that I3 can always ensure that 
proving the optimality of this strategy. It is interesting to observe that player B can 
restrict the queries to the form ‘Is z < c ?‘, for constant c, so that T = [O, c), and 
choose c to balance the weight. This is because w(t + 1, Y,+,) - w( t + 1, “CPl+,) is a 
continuous function of c, and is either zero all through or changes its sign as c is 
varied from 0 to 1, so that there exists at least one value of c where the two weights 
tire equal. 
A number of interesting observations can be made of the algorithm we have just 
presented. First we observe that the weight computations player B has to perform 
can also be done by pla.yer A, since both know S!!’ and Q. To play an adversary role, 
player A need not fix the position of the real number or choose a lie pattern at the 
beginning of the game. He should, however, keep track of the subset of the original 
interval [0, 1) which he has not excluded by his response, so that when challenged 
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at the elld of the game by player B, can pick out a z in the non-excluded subset 
and claim ;t to be the numbe:. he thought of at the beginning of the game. The sets 
P,, defined already, do precisely this. At the (t + 1 )st query of the form ‘Is z E T?’ 
player A can respond ‘yes’ if w( t + 1, -“B, +,) 2 w( t + 1, “P, +,) and ‘no’ otherwise. 
This way he can ensure that ry( t + 1, P,,, ) 2 $( t,S,). As a result he can also ensure 
Gat 
Again, since any value of z in 9, is acceptable, A can ensure that 
Thus, we find that the argument used in the weight balancing algorithm 
presented for player B can also form the basis for an adversary answering strategy 
for player A. 
Even though the weight balancing technique allows us to restrict attention to 
queries of the form ‘Is z < c?’ the computation involved in obtaining c at various 
stages can be quite tedious. In general, there may be more than one value for C, 
i.e., optimal algorithm need not be unique. This can be demonstrated with a simple 
case such as Q = 4 and yx’ = (0000, 11 I 1). Here, player A will either tell the truth 
for all queries or lie in response to all queries. A simple computation of the weights 
shows that, for the first query of the form ‘Is z < c?‘, any value of c is acceptable 
and can balance the weights. It is easy to observe from (S), (8) and (9) that the 
value of the query comparison point (* can be chosen arbitnarily for the (t + I )st 
query if .LO ==. [,, for all (T E Y, such that P,r # C?. Yet a careful choice of c at any 
i;tage can considerably simplify the weight balancing computation for subsequent 
stages. In fact, for the example just mentioned a choice of c = I for the first query 
permits player B to identify which lie pattern has been chosen by A and then to 
perform binary search, taking into account the lie pattern being followed. On the 
other hand, a choice of c = i for the first query requires fairly involved weight 
balancing computation for the second query itself. A careful and thorough study 
of this property appears interesting and may provide some more insight on the 
working of these algorithms. 
5. Average-ca!Ge analysis 
In this section we carry oui an a\xxage-case ~rnnlysis of the problem under the 
assumption that player A chooses the unknown 2 at random from [0, 1) with a 
uniform probability distribution and again a lie pattern at random from :i‘ with 
equal probability. 
We have already seen in Section 2 that any algorithm for player B can be 
represented in the form of a binary tree, in which we associate the set f?J i) = 
ciJ; , S, 1, to the ith leaf as the final subset R, to which 2 can be confined. It is 
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clear, from our assumption, 
i is given by p( I&( i))/l9’1. 
as follows: 
that the probability that the query process leads to leaf 
Hence, the average value of p(R,) can be computed 
Since C, r_l( R,( i)) = I%‘1 and there are precisely 2’ leaves, 
1 Cl( R,( i))/L( R,( i)) = 1z1’2-? 
i 
Hence, 
&JR,) 2 2 “‘(FI. 
Clearly, both algorithms ve have presented achieve the lower bound 2-Qi3?] in the 
worst case :ls well as the average case and hence, 
rn+l fl,,,& R,) = 2- “f9J 
6. Conch! .rlg remarks 
The proDlem of coping with erroneous information while searching has been 
presented In this paper. Such problems arise in the study of error correcting codes 
[2]. The development of our weight balancing algorithm in Section 4 closely follows 
that of R’vest et al. [8]. The trick is in identifying a suitable weight function. 
interestingly, similar use of weight functions and adversary arguments appear in 
[3] and [71. The weight balancing that is employed is, again, a powerful technique 
that need not necessarily lead to optimal solution [4]. We also observed that the 
change of the query type from ‘Is z E I ?’ to a more restricted form ‘Is z < c?’ did 
not in any way affect the main result for our problem. In general, such change of 
primitives can considerably alter the complexity of the problem [S]. 
There are several related problems that remain unsolved yet. The discrete version 
of the problem in which player A can choose an element from finite set has been 
partially studied by Rivest et al. [8]. Extensions to their results for the case of 
arbitrary lie patterns appear to be interesting. Even in the continuous case, we have 
only attempted to minimize the measure associated with the subset that is known 
10 contain the real number. In general, this subset is highly fragmented. If player 
H has to identify a single interval that contains z, the problem appears to be more 
ditticult. 
One of the referees of this paper has suggested that it is possible to view the 
problem we have studied here as one of decoding a convolutional code uc+ing a
trellis. Details remain to be worked out. It may be worth studying this coding theory 
approach to see if it has the generality to permit easy extensions to our results, 
which seem difficult otherwise. 
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